PLASTIC smell and waterproof cover
NEW
For some applications, there is an odour-free and/or a watertight lid needed.
Therefore we have the Hermelock cover in our catalogue.
This lid fits over our 630 risers which welded on our reinforced tanks
The standard cover is odour-free.
To waterproof the lid, there is a NBR rubber mounted
Description:
Hermelock manhole covers are made of Polyurethane, Reinforced with fibreglass with matching frame
made of reinforced Polypropylene, characterised by:
- A bolting system.
- A smell-proof sealing (Double siphoning system)
- Resisting loads according to the standards EN-124 class B-125
- Colour : BLACK
- Fits over our risers 630 mm
- A supplementary sealing made of NBR rubber
- Key: KE1
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KUNSTSTOF geurdicht en waterdicht DEKSEL
NEW
Installation:









The frame must be installed on a flat, clean (free of dust and oil) and stable surface.
Always place the cover inside the frame (locked) before applying the surrounding material.
Be sure that the seal is installed correctly (in the cover, with the 90° angle to the inside)
The unit needs to be surrounded by a strong stable material (concrete, asphalt, tiles, …)
If necessary, a thin layer of silicon may be applied to attach the seal to the cover.
All locks should be closed to seal the cover.
Please note: the lid is waterproof but only if ground water is lower than 30 cm
Example of placement of a Hermelock cover:

Opening the cover:
In order to open the manhole cover, the cover has to be unbolted first.
This can be done by unscrewing anticlockwise the Allen screws, until an impact is felt.
Now the cover can be opened.
Closing the cover:
Place the cover into the frame and keep on screwing the Allen screws clockwise until a resistance is felt
and the cover remains bolted into its frame.
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